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In the following, some good Java programming styles are listed, for students
writing projects under the supervision of Anton Setzer. These are rough notes,
which will be expanded over time. Please look for additions.

• Think about which classes and operations might be not only useful for this
project but for some other projects as well, and collect them in a package
library. Anton Setzer would appreciate any additions to his library, of
which then future students might benefit. Some examples can be found
in “myLibrary”.

• Create one (or some more) class, containing all general settings like paths,
files, database names, table names etc.

• Introduce constants for data (for instance the default size of an array, the
default height of a GUI widget). It’s easier to modify those data and
experiment with them. Often as well the name of a constant acts like a
comment on what is meant by it when it is used.

• One problem of writing software which is platform independent is that
under Linux the seperation symbol for paths is “/”, under Windows it is
“\”.

myLibrary.genPur.FileNameConstr contains some functions which gen-
erate file names in a correct way.

• Naming conventions:

– Names for classes should start with capitals. They should be nouns.
If the class refers to a collection of entities, it should be in plural.

– Names of methods and variables should start with lower case letters.

∗ Names of variables should be nouns. If a name refers to a collec-
tion of multiple entities, use plural (e.g. points for an array of
points).

∗ Names of methods should be verbs.

– Names of constants (variables declared final) should be completely
in capitals (e.g. LENGTH, WIDTH).
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– If a name of a class or constant consists of several words, it is usually
best to start each new word with a capital. E.g. “substToString-
Buffer” for a method which carries out a substitution and has result
a StringBuffer, “StringLib” for a class String-library.

• When writing user interfaces, don’t use absolute layout, which determines
precisely in metric or imperial units, at which position a field or button is
to be placed. Use other layout managers (for instance gridbaglayoutman-
ager) instead. Fonts differ between platforms, and if one uses absolute
layout, what looks perfect on one platform looks horrible on another one
(for instance, on one platform “Student Name” is written, on the other,
because the form used there is bigger and therefore there is not enough
space for it, “Student N” is written.

• This list is very preliminary. Far more is to be said about this

topic.
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